
RYSA Key Referee Reminders When Managing a Game 
 
When issuing Cautions (Yellow Card) or Sent-Off (Red Card):  
 

• Stop the game to handle the situation, write down numbers, names, etc.; don’t wait until end of game! 
• You must ensure the disciplined player is aware/sees the card being given. Don’t assume they saw you. 
• Misconduct Report: Required of your job as a Referee; must complete within 48 hours for every game where 

cards issued (Yellow or Red). Report is found on www.rowlettsoccer.org 
• Document the situation/play as it occurred, what actions taken as it applied to the situation. 
• Just issuing a card is not sufficient, you must briefly explain why (what took place before, during and after). 
• Assistant Referees (AR) must also track cards given, monitor situations, record player numbers, etc., confirm 

your info with the Center Ref at halftime and at post-game. 
• Both AR’s & Center Ref must confirm information before leaving game/fields. Retain all game info until end of 

season in case any disputes arise. 
• AR’s can be asked to provide a complete Misconduct Report describing an incident at any time. That is why you 

need to record this info during the game and ready to submit when and as needed. 
 
Proper Player’s Uniform:  
 

Please ensure that you understand LAW 4 – THE PLAYERS’ EQUIPMENT 
 
• A player must not use equipment or wear anything that is dangerous to anyone (including any kind of jewelry). 
• Compulsory Equipment (aka player uniform) comprises the following separate items: 

1. Jersey or Shirt with short or long sleeves with a unique player Number on back 
2. Soccer Shorts 
3. Soccer Socks 
4. Shin Guards 
5. Footwear - Tennis shoes or soft-cleat soccer shoes 

 
Conversation with players and coaches about certain calls/no-calls:  
 

• Be willing to provide a quick explanation if asked in order to defuse a situation and prevent it from escalating. 
• A brief explanation to the asking Player or Coach is sufficient; don’t carry on a long discussion as that will make 

things worse. 
• Don’t threaten coaches or players with cards just because they are asking to understand the call/decision made. 

Yes, you have the final decision, but you have no reason to antagonize others just because you have that power. 
That can be considered as Referee Misconduct. 

• If you have to explain something while play is going on, tell the coach/player you will get back to them as soon 
as you find the appropriate time to address it. The appropriate time could be at a stoppage of play, at half time 
and/or end of game. Let them know you heard their concern, and you will address it once you get the chance. 
Ignoring them is not the right approach. 

• If a Coach or player continues to question every decision you are making, then you don’t want to wait until later 
to handle it.  Stop the game, have a brief talk, issue verbal warning, step back and restart play. 

• If issue continues, stop play issue the appropriate card, document it, take appropriate actions, restart play. 
• You must handle these situations in this order, so not to be blamed for allowing a situation to get out of control.  
• At halftime or when appropriate take a quick moment to confirm with your AR’s about what happened in case 

they saw/heard something different. You are a team working together to manage/officiate the match. ARs are 
also responsible for what goes on in the game. 

• Never take any of these situations personally and remove all emotions from it when handling it; don’t let 
coaches or parents’ comments get to you. 

http://www.rowlettsoccer.org/

